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Office of New York Attorney General Eric T Schneiderman 

120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271 

 

RE: East Village Portfolio 

 

Dear Ms. Levy, 

 

The New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development (“HPD”) reviewed 

documents provided to us associated with the 2015 financing of the East Village Portfolio, which 

consists of 15 properties containing 281 residential units and 15 commercial units in the East 

Village section of Manhattan in New York City. Contained herein is a description of items 

contained in EVP 1 LLC Note Origination Investment Memorandum: East Village Portfolio 

(Attachment A) evaluated in comparison to standards used by HPD in its programs in its Office 

of Development. 

 

Unit Layouts and Renovation Plan 

Page 6 of Attachment A states that “The Borrower will renovate and reposition the residential 

units into high-end apartments in order to capture market rents and will pursue tenant buyouts of 

rent stabilized units in order to convert them to free market units. Given the inefficient layouts of 

the current units, the borrower will look to add at least one bedroom to most units, further 

increasing the income for the Property.” Also on Page 6 is an image of a proposed conversion, 

described as “an example of a conversion from an existing one-bedroom unit to a three-bedroom 

unit”. 

 

While converting units to larger size may be possible in some instances, the example shown is a 

conversion from a one bedroom to an illegal three bedroom apartment. In the image the living 

room is eliminated and converted into a bedroom, which is allowable, however a third room 

marked “rm2” and containing an image of a bed does not have a window for natural light or 

ventilation as required by the New York City Multiple Dwelling Law Section 213, making it an 

illegal bedroom. HPD would not allow an illegal conversion to occur in an HPD financed 

project, and a business plan that relies on illegal conversions to be viable is problematic.  

 

Revenue and Tenant Buyouts 

Page 7 states that “the Borrower seeks to renovate each of the 82 market rate units and 7 rent 

stabilized units with which he has reached a surrender agreement…. The Borrower has also 

outlined a detailed buyout schedule and anticipates executing buyout agreements with 



 
 

approximately 53 tenants within the first 2 years in order to renovate and reconfigure these units 

to achieve market rents.” 

 

In the instances where there is projected renovation of vacant units there should be a 

corresponding deduction for lost rent during the period these units are undergoing renovation, 

this does not appear to be the case. Even under optimal conditions there would need to be some 

period of time (typically one to three months) where these units would not be producing income 

as they would first be vacated then undergo renovation and finally be released at the projected 

market oriented rates. However, the pro forma on Page 8 only shoes 2% residential vacancy loss, 

much less than would be expected for the number of units projected to be renovated. 

 

Moreover, HPD would not support a financing proposal that includes the buyout of rent 

stabilized tenants, and having a project underwriting predicated on the successful buyout of 

tenants contains a lot of risk, as the tenants of rent stabilized apartments have the right to remain 

in place. 

 

Operating Expenses 

Underwritten operating expenses are critical for HPD and other lenders to determine through due 

diligence, as that they impact cash flow and the ability for the project to support debt service. 

The cash flow estimate on Page 8 includes “an outline of the Borrower’s anticipated cash flow 

projections” that includes the “In-Place” operating expenses, which without real estate taxes total 

$1,101,397 ($3,920 per apartment for the 281 apartments).   

 

HPD uses the Community Preservation Corporation (“CPC”) and New York City Housing 

Development Corporation (“HDC”) underwriting standards for reference when underwriting 

projects. CPC and HDC determine their underwriting standards by surveying the operating 

expenses of buildings in their loan portfolio.  

 

The table below contains a comparison of the “In-Place” operating expenses to the CPC and 

HDC underwriting standards. The estimated operating expenses of the project using CPC’s 

underwriting standard is $1,914,554 ($6,813 per apartment) and the estimated expenses using 

HDC’s underwriting standards is $2,068,665 ($7,362 per apartment), both significantly higher 

than what was included Attachment A. 

 

 

 
 

Line Item Cost Per unit/room Metric Est. Total Cost Standard Cost Metric Est. Total Cost Standard Cost Metric

Accounting -$                -$               per unit 53,390$                190$                per unit 16,000$          16,000$          per project

Electricity 44,400$          51$                per room 112,775$             130$                per room 142,270$        164$                per room

Elevator Maintenance & Repairs -$                -$               per elevator -$                      6,250$            per elevator -$                 6,600$             per elevator

Fire and Liability Insurance 118,400$       421$              per unit 196,700$             700$                per unit 168,600$        600$                per unit

Heating 296,000$       341$              per room 260,250$             300$                per room 260,250$        300$                per room

Legal -$                -$               per unit 61,820$                220$                per unit 61,820$          220$                per unit

Management Fee 167,997$       3.00% of EGI 363,994$             6.50% of EGI 537,505$        6.00% of EGI

Repairs/Replacement 177,600$       632$              per unit 210,750$             750$                per unit 182,650$        650$                per unit

Replacement Reserve -$                -$               per unit 70,250$                250$                per unit 70,250$          250$                per unit

Maintenance Staff Salaries 75,000$          267$              per unit 281,000$             1,000$            per unit 275,380$        980$                per unit

Supplies/Cleaning/Exterminating -$                -$               per room 86,750$                100$                per room 117,113$        135$                per room

Water & Sewer 222,000$       256$              per room 216,875$             250$                per room 236,828$        273$                per room

Total Residential Operating Expense 1,101,397$    3,920$          per unit 1,914,554$          6,813$            per unit 2,068,665$     7,362$             per unit

CPC Underwriting Standard HDC Underwriting StandardIn-Place (per document)



 
 

Valuation Methodology 

HPD has “As-Is” Appraisal Guidelines  that appraisers must follow for projects financed by 

HPD. By applying the guidelines to the “In-Place” Net Operating Income shown on Page 8, and 

using the 3.25% capitalization rate that was referenced on Page 11, HPD estimates the as-is 

value of the property at $104,736,861, significantly less than the as-is value of $147,433,000 

indicated on Page 11. 


